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Heart-lung machine inventor to get honoraru degree 
Richard N. Sams, the Ann 
Arbor inventor who developed 
the heart-lung machine that 
made open heart surgery 
possible, will be one of four 
honorary degree recipients at 
winter commencement cere­
monies at EMU Sunday, Dec. 14 
at 3 p.m. in EMU's Bowen Field 
House. 
Sams will be awarded the 
honorary degree of Doctor of 
Engineering Science during the 
commencement exercises. Also 
receiving honorary degrees will 
be Elliott M. "Pete" Estes, 
president and chief operating 
officer of the General Motors 
Corp., educator Dr. Rupert N. 
Evans and mathematician 
Dr.Cathleen S. Morawetz. 
Sams, 53, graduated from Mt. 
Clemens High School in 1944 
and received his basic 
engineering training from the 
U.S. Navy at the Great Lakes 
Training Center. He took 
additional courses in industrial 
supervision and engineering at 
the Lawrence Institute of 
Technology and the University of 
Michigan. 
Although Sams has developed 
numerous inventions, he is best 
known for his significant 
contributions in the health care 
field. His heart-lung console was 
instrumental in maintaining heart 
Richard Sarns 
and lung functions during 
surgery and was first used by Dr. 
Christian Barnard in the world's 
first heart transplant in 
Capetown, South Africa. The 
machine is used in more than 
100,000 open heart operations 
througJ-.out the world e1ch year 
and ser{ed as the prototype for 
similar machines now in 
operation. 
Sams also developed the • 
dialysis pump, a device that 
pumps a patient's blood outside 
Elliott "Pete" Estes 
the body through a porous 
membrane which removes 
impurities before returning the 
treated blood to the body. The 
machine is used by 
approximately 20 percent of the 
world's kidney patients in home 
and clinical dialysis centers. 
Also included in Sams' 
numerous inventions in the 
medical field are a hospital 
emergency power system, an air 
bubble detector and a blood level 
monitor that is used by 
Rupert Evans 
physicians during surgery. 
Sams, who currently serves as 
president of Sams, Inc. in Ann 
Arbor, is active in several 
professional and community 
organizations. He is a member of 
the board of directors of the 
Health Industries Manufacturers 
Association, the National Bank 
and Trust Co. of Ann Arbor, 
King Engineering Co. and the 
Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers. Also, Sams has been 
. active in the Ann Arbor Boy 
Two students released trom hoso11a1: 
un1uars1111 sets up campus mamor1a1 Pro1ect 
Two of the three students 
hospitalized from the Nov. I 
truck/car accident which claimed 
two EMU students' lives have 
been released from local 
hospitals. 
Tom Matlock, a freshman 
from St. Clair Shores, was 
Tom Matlock 
released from University 
Hospital Sunday, Nov. 9. 
Harold Farris, a senior from 
Ypsilant:, was released from St. 
Joseph Mercy Hospital 
Wednesday, Nov. 12. 
Mark Arsenault, a junior from 
Grosse Pointe Park, remains 
Harold Farris 
hospitalized in the intensive care 
unit of St. Joseph Mercy 
Hospital. 
Matlock's mother said hei: son 
"was doing very well. He was in 
good physical shape and that 
helped his recovery." Matlock 
plans to return to school yet this 
Mark Arsenault 
semester, probably near 
Thanksgiving, although he may 
reduce his course load, his 
mother said. 
Farris, who underwent 
reconstructive surgery on his jaw 
Nov. 7, is recovering at home. "I 
consider myself lucky to be at 
home. I want to thank everyone 
at EMU, they were always 
willing to do anything for me," 
Farris stated this past Thursday. 
A Campus Memorial Project 
has been set up in memory of the 
two EMU students killed in the 
crash: David Morehouse, a 
sophomore from Ann Arbor, 
and William Calcut, a junior 
from Dexter. 
Contributions to the project 
can be made through the 
University Development Office. 
Checks, which are tax 
deductible, should be made 
payable to EMU, in memory of 
David Morehouse and William 
Calcut. 
Camllus cansu1as __________ _ 
Department to host 
open house, 
announce awards 
The History and Philosophy 
Department will host an open 
house Wednesday, Dec. 3, from 
3:30 to 5 p.m. in Room 717, 
Pray-Harrold. The department's 
Fred Ericson and Elizabeth 
Warren Scholarship winners also 
will be announced at that time. 
Refreshments will be served. 
Architectural 
historian 
to lecture 
Thomas Holleman, an 
architect and architectural 
historian witn Johnson, Johnson 
ind Roy of Detroit will present a 
lecture titled "The Craftsman 
Influence in Detroit's 
Architecture" Tuesday, Nov. 18, 
at 7:30 p.m. in Room 200, 
Strong Hall. The lecture 
highlights the Arts and Crafts 
Movement exhibit now on 
display at the Detroit Historical 
Museum. Refreshments will be 
served following the 
presentation. Everyone is 
welcome. The lecture is 
sponsored by Preservation 
Eastern, a student group. 
Former art 
professor 
to lecture 
John Mills, a former EMU 
faculty member and visiting 
sculptor at the University of 
Michigan, will return to campus 
Thursday, Nov. 20, to present a 
lecture titled "A Personal View" 
at 7:30 p.m. in Sill Hall. Mills 
currently works full-time as a 
sculptor at his home in Hertz, 
England, and shows his work 
regularly at the Alice Simsar 
Gallery in Ann Arbor. His 
lecture is free and open to the 
public. 
Current information 
digest available 
University Publications has 
copies available of the 1980-81 
Information Digest. The digest 
contains general information 
about the University (its history, 
accreditation, degrees, academic 
calendar, etc.) in a small 
brochure format. Stop by the 
University Publications office in 
the basement of Dining 
Commons I or call 7-0366 for 
copies. 
Department 
will sponsor 
informal meeting 
Interested students can get 
together with English department 
faculty members during informal 
brown bag lunch meetings in 
Room 608, Pray-Harrold. Dr. 
Donald Lawniczak will be 
available Nov. 24; Frank Ross 
will meet with students Dec. I; 
and Eleanor Wright will be 
available Dec. 8. 
Cathleen Morowetz 
Scouts for more than 20 years. 
Elliott M. "Pete" Estes, who 
will deliver the EMU 
commencement address, will 
receive an honorary Doctor of 
Technology degree. 
Estes, who has been president 
and chief operating officer of the 
General Motors Corp. since 
September 1974, will retire from 
his position in January. 
A native of Mendon, Estes, 64, 
attended the General Motors 
Institute in Flint for four years 
and earned a degree in 
mechanical engineering from the 
University of Cincinnati in 1940. 
Estes began working at 
General Motors in 1935 and held 
numerous positions at the 
company before he was 
appointed president and chief 
operating officer. While at 
General Motors, Estes 
participated in many engineering 
innovations introduced in 
Pontiac cars, including the "wide 
track" principle and developmen• 
of the Tempest, the first 
American car to have a front 
mounted-engine and a rear­
mounted transmission for equal 
weight distribution. 
Estes is involved in many 
community and civic activities 
and professional organizations. 
He was awarded the William 
Howard Taft Medal for 
achievement in his career by the 
University of Cincinnati in 1977 
and the Career Achievement 
A ward from the Automotive 
Industries Magazine in 1979. He 
holds honorary doctorates rom 
the University of Cincinnati, 
Kalamazoo College and 
Northern Michigan University. 
Dr. Rupert N. Evans will 
receive an honorary Doctor of 
Education degree at the 
commencement ceremonies. 
Evans, 59, is a recognized 
leader in vocational. industrial 
( continued on page 5) 
Hiring 
treeze 
11ned 
"I want to thank all of you for 
your cooperation this past month 
while we reviewed and made the 
required budget reductions, and 
also while we waited for the 
results of the November 4 
election," President Porter said. 
"I am pleased to inform you that 
as a result of the defeat of 
Proposal D and the revised 
budget, I am lifting the hiring 
freeze within that budget. 
"Again, my thanks for your 
cooperation and continued 
support," he added. 
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Delue Into the dllemmas lacing 
the ·modern male' In nou. 21 sumoosium "Many men are functioning under stresses which can make them ill, shorten their lives and alienate them from their families. They need to be recognized as people at risk." The above statement is the basis for an upcoming EMU symposium that will address the special needs of human services personnel in dealing with the dilemmas of the modern male. The symposium, titled "Opportunities and Dilemmas of the Modern Male: Implications for Human Services," will be offered Friday, Nov. 21, from 9 a.m. to 5: 15 p.m. in McKenny Union. Dr. Mel Ravitz, director of the Wayne County Community Mental Health Board, will deliver the opening address at the symposium at 9 a.m. In his talk, Ravitz will initiate the process of inquiry and the sharing of ideas about contemporary men. At 10:45 a.m. four concurrent workshops, led by local experts, will cover a range of issues related to men. Dr. Alan Sorscher, a private physician, will discuss the "Male Life Cycle" from a life-planning and health maintenance perspective. Sorscher's discussion will focus on the developmental and biological factors that affect men and typical crises in men's lives. Dr. Bruce Gibb, a consulting psychologist from Ann Arbor, will address "Men and Work." Gibb will speak on the organization as culture with a special emphasis on values, 
selection criteria, produced tensions and influence on choices within men's careers. Dr. Stephen Fabick, a licensed psychologist and sex therapist from Southfield, will examine the psychosocial aspects of male sexuality and the treatment of male sexual dysfunction in his talk "Men and Sexuality." And Dr. Wayne T. Fisk, a licensed psychologist and sex therapist from Livonia, will discuss "Psychological Issues with the Male Client." Fisk will examine how men relate interpersonally and sexually, how they express emotions and use psychotherapeutic help; consciousness-raising groups and barriers to effective communication. Following lunch, four more workshops are scheduled beginning at 2 p.m. Ervin L. Thomas, an anthropology instructor at Washtenaw Community College, will discuss "Ethnicity, Culture and Masculinity." His session will cover personal identity, behavior and variations in cultural expectations for men. Ann Arbor social worker Jim Wilton will speak on "Going It Alone." Wilton will focus on the issue of single males in society alone by choice, separated, divorced or have lost a spouse through death. "The Men's Liberation Movement" is the topic to be discussed by Dominic and Karen Tamburello of the Green Glacier Community Center in Ann Arbor. The Tamburellos will discuss changing concepts of 
' 
student, 2 1acu1tu members 
win art awards An EMU student and two Art Department faculty members won first, second and third place awards at the fourth annual All Michigan Drawing Show at Central Michigan University Oct. 20 through Nov. 7. Erik Hotaling, an EMU t;raduate student, received first place award for his drawing while Larry Freeman, an associate professor, received second place honors for two of 
his works. Freeman also won a 
$50 award. Richard Washington, an assistant professor in the Art Department, took third place in the competition and a purchase award. The All Michigan Drawing Show was juried by Larry Butcher of Delta College. 
Drawings and textile works by Jim Mimnaugh and Larry Backlund continue on display through Nov. 21 in the Intermedia Gallery in McKenny Union. 
masculinity and the growing men's liberation movement. Richard Deighton, a clinical director at Detroit-East Mental Health Services, will lecture on "Men and Their Families." Deighton will discuss typical male experiences in intimate personal relationships. At 3:45 p.m. the final set of four concurrent workshops will be held at the EMU symposium. Attorney Kenneth Lynn from Pontiac will discuss "Men In the Courts." Lynn will address the treatment of men in court when they are victims of crimes and criminally accused. Also, he will examine legal or property disputes with other men, women and family members. "Men, Crime and Antisocial Acts" will be presented by Tom Plum, social services director at the Forensic Center for Psychiatry in Ypsilanti. Plum will discuss profiles of men who commit antisocial acts of violence, such as rape. And James L. Francek, coordinator of the alcohol and drug abuse program at Ford Motor Co., will discuss "the Addicted Male." Francek will focus on various aspects in the lives of substance-abusing males including their relationships to family, peers and work. The registration fee for the EMU symposium, sponsored by the Division of Continuing Education, is $35 and includes lunch. For further information or to register, call 487-0372. 
Asad Khallanu 
has IBlllbOOII 
oubllshad Dr. Asad Khailany, associate professor in the Department of Operations Research and Information Systems, has published a textbook designed to help students comprehend the use of computer programming in business. The text, titled "A Structured Approach to Business Programming," will provide students with basic materials on computers, computer organiza­tions and the computer industry. But the book's greatest strength, according to publisher Prentice­Hall, is the way Khailany approaches FORTRAN IV and ANSI FORTRAN 77 in a straightforward, uncomplicated manner, allowing students to comprehend the many aspects of programming. Khailany discusses up-to-date structured systems design and structured programming techniques from the perspective of practical business applications, according to the publisher. In addition, each chapter in the textbook contains numerous examples and programs accompanied by pseudo-code and flow charts and a summary which highlights important concepts presented in the chapter. Advance copies of the textbook are available now and orders are being taken for shipment in January. Copies of the textbook can be obtained by writing Prentice-Hall International, Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632. 
This ceramic sculpture is an example of the works by Robert J. Stull to be exhibited in Sill Gallery through Nov. 28. Stull is an associate dean of the College of the Arts at Ohio State University. 
oaua1oomanta11u dlsabled 
adults aat assistance More than 150 development­ally disabled adults at the Washtenaw County Community Mental Health Development Center should benefit from a unique educational program being developed by the EMU College of Education. The developmentally disabled adults at the Willow Run center all suffer from impairments in intellectual functioning or their ability to adapt. Most of their disabilities will continue indefinitely and hinder them from performing normally in society. EMU's College of Education, in cooperation with adminis­trators from the Willow Run School District and staff personnel at the Washtenaw Community Mental Health Development Center, is designing a curriculum especially suited for the adults at the center. "Basically, what we are trying to do is to develop a set of materials for a curriculum that will address this population that hasn't been targeted by education in the last several years, Barbara Cherem, EMU coordinator of the project said. Funded by a new $37, 177 grant from the Michigan Department of Education, the EMU project will develop an instructional system for adult developmentally disabled citizens currently serviced by local school districts, mental health agencies and independent care facilities. "Our project should serve as a base model for other develop­ment centers throughout the United States ... Our advisory committee will focus on how to improve the employability behaviors of some of these adults," Cherem explained. The EMU coordinator said the curriculum should be designed to teach such basic work skills as punctuality, the ability to follow directions and take criticism, and the proper clothing to wear to work. Though most of the adults will probably spend the rest of their lives working in a sheltered 
workshop setting, some might be able to handle employment in a competitive work situation. One of the goals of the project is to develop evaluation procedures for the development­ally disabled adult for one life­role area of Michigan's Life Role Competencies. The Life Role Competencies were established by the Michigan State Board of Education in determining appropriate expectations for high school graduates to function effectively in various life roles. The competencies focus on four areas including employability and occupational skills, personal and family management, civic and social responsibility, and aesthetic and humanistic appreciations. "It's overwhelming to see the tremendous need for this kind of project and what is actually available. It is such untread turf. "We are initiating a computer search nationally to see if there are other on-going programs like ours," Cherem said. The Willow Run project actually began in 1979 when adult education staff at Willow Run contacted the Teachers of Adults Program (TAP) at EMU to voice their concerns about the lack of an appropriate curriculum and instructional materials for developmentally disabled adults. Willow Run teachers indicated that the available basic education materials were developed for children and were unsuitable for the adult client. According to the project proposal the EMU project in Willow Run will "address the need to develop new and innovative approaches to effectively meet the needs of adults who are least educated and most in need ... The target population for the project is the adult developmentally disabled citizens in Michigan, many of whom have recently emerged from institutionalized settings into local communities." 
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F on An11atu orolonas chlldblrth, Laderman's research shows a cu 11u _b-y Ma-rlene D-aven-port -------Mothers-to-be who lack acceptance of their pregnancy or have difficulty identifyin� with the motherhood role are more prone to a slower labor than others, a recent study reveals. The research was presented in a series of reports prepared by Dr. Edward Lederman, a professor of educational psychology at Eastern Michigan University, and his wife, Dr. Regina Lederman, a professor of nursing at the University of Michigan. Edward Lederman acted as a co-principal investigator, coordinating the test development, measurements and statistical data for this study, originated by his wife. The on-going research has been funded for the past four years by the Public Health Service, and in September 1980 the project received an additional three-year grant award. The first study involved 32 first-time expectant mothers, who were married and had no medical or obstetrical complications. All of those women attended childbirth classes and delivered at University Hospital in Ann Arbor. These women were interviewed about JO weeks before delivery to reveal their level of anxiety and knowledge about labor. When a participant was in labor, Regina Lederman took blood samples, monitored changes in uterine activity and measured the level of anxiety during specific stages of labor. Data showed that anxiety and conflict in mothers have physically negative effects on labor. _Women in the study who 
wer-e anxious beyond the norm had labors that were several hours longer and relied on medication more in early labor than others in the study, Lederman says. An anxious mother also affects the fetus' well-being, as blood vessels constrict. Data revealed that babies with heart rate patterns indicating an oxygen deficit for example, were the children of the anxious-scoring mothers. Lederman feels that the "fight or flight response resulting from anxiety may be biol9gically programmed so that labor can be arrested or stopped by the mother if necessary." Lederman adds that arrested labor has been observed in animals who suddenly find themselves in danger. Lederman states that the study points to two types of anxiety during labor. Anxiety in early labor appears to be more the result of psychological factors, whereas anxiety in late labor is related more to physical stress. The report's data suggests that wo:nen admitted early to the labor unit and those who relied more on medical supervision had a poorer rr,lationship with their husbands and poorer preparation for labor. Other factors which related to anxiety and consequently, a slow labor, were: poor motherhood role development, a history of psychological counseling and fears related to helplessness, pain, loss of control and loss of self-esteem in labor. Some of the women in the study were older, working expectant mothers and experienced conflicts about being 
a mother, Lederman notes. "Many of these women didn't envision child care with anticipation. It seemed that they were having a child because it was 'now or never.' " As a result of the study, Lederman states, a means of uncovering anxiety and conflict in mothers-to-be can be developed. Thus, the medical staff could be alerted to mothers who may be psychosomatically prone to slow labor. Also, pregnant women would have a chance to talk about their anxiety before delivery, making 
Leader In 1arm1and orasaruatlon 
to talk about oroaram nou. 19  The planning director of the "best known case study of farmland preservation in the U.S.," according to Dr. Robert Ward, EMU geography professor, will speak Wednesday, Nov. 19, at 7 : 15  p.m. in Room 300, Strong Hall. Lee E. Koppelman, director of planning for the Suffolk County (N.Y.) Planning Department and executive director of the Long Island Regional Planning Board will present a lecture titled "The Purchase of Development Rights of Farmlands in Suffolk County." Koppelman is a registered landscape architect in New York and a licensed profe!sional 
planner in New Jersey. He holds a doctorate in public administration from New York University. Koppelman is the author of more th� 65 articles, monographs, planning reports and books. He serves as a consultant to the U.S. Dei:artment of Housing and Urban Development and is a member of the Coastal Zone Management Advisory Commit­tee and the National Shoreline Erosion Advisory Panel. The lecture is free and open to the public. In addition, the public is in­vited to attend an informal meeting with K�ppeJman Thurs-
20, at 8:30 a.m. at the Washtenaw County Cooperative Extension Service Center, 4133 Washtenaw Ave. in Ann Arbor. The EMU lecture is the last of the Agricultural Land Preservation Lecture Series presentations. The series was funded by the S&H Foundation, the charitable arm of the Sperry and Hutchinson Co., best known for its S&H Green Stamps. The lectures were coordinated by EMU Professor Robert Ward. EMU was one of 50 colleges and universities to be awarded a grant this year from the S&H Foundation. 
Richard Robinson, area manager of the S&H Promotional services, presents a check to Dr. Robert Ward, geography professor. The S&H Foundation funded the EMU Agricultural Land Preservation lecture series held on campus this fall. 
Edward Lederman delivery potentially easier. The study's finding, Lederman remarks, points to the increased role nurses can play in pre­delivery and delivery to minimize anxiety in pregnant women. The results of this study have been published in the American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, and Nursing Research, and were cited in articles appearing in Psychosomatic Medicine and The New England Journal of Medicine. The Ledermans presented their finding recently at a March of 
Poet to oresant 
Dimes conference, along with othe�s doing resear�h in thi�. area, and those presentations will be compileq. in a book. I his study also sparked the Ledermans' interest in second­time mothers and their anxiety levels. The federal three-year grant will enable the Ledermans to study 60 second-time mothers­to-be. In addition to testing for anxiety and conflict, the study will delve into the relationship of anxiety during labor to infant development, maternal attachment and maternal postpartum adaptation. 
'Tribute to Black women' EMU's Black Student Association will sponsor a "Tribute to Black Women" Thursday, Nov. 20 at 7 p.m. in Roose-veil Auditorium. Haki Madhubuti, poet and director of the Institute for Positive Education in Chicago, will be the featured speaker for the evening. Madhubuti is the editor of the Black Books Bulletin and founder and editor of the Third World Press. He served as poet-in-residence at 
comouter 
demonstration 
to be held In cooperation with the Control Data Learning Center of Southfield, the Career Planning and Placement Center will be sponsoring a demonstration of 
PLATO (Programmed Logic for Automated Teaching Opera­tions). PLATO is a computer language designed especially for educational applications. PLATO will be on site at the Career Planning and Placement Center for demonstration from Nov. 1 8  through Nov. 24. Most academic subjects are available through PLATO, as well as subjects such as career planning for educators (alternatives to teaching), games and personal development. Faculty and staff are invited to view PLATO programs. Interested persons must call 7-1074 by Tuesday, Nov. 18 to confirm the programs they are interested in viewing and to set up a time to view them. 
Howard University from 1970 to 1977 and has published numerous books of poetry. Some of Madhubuti's published works include "Think Black," "Don't Cry, Scream," "Dynamite Voices: Black Poetry of the 1960s" and "Enemies: The Clash of Races." There is a $ I admission charge for the lecture. For further information, contact the Black Student Association by calling 487-0100. 
Forensics 
team's 
talents 
snow cased The national champion forensics team wil present a showcase highlighting individual team members Wednesday, Nov. 19 at 7:30 p.m. in the Jones Hall lounge. The EMU team has won the national title the last five consecutive years and six out of the IO years the national tour­nament has been held. The team won its most recent championship last April in Montevallo, Ala. Dennis Beagen, director of forensics at Eastern, said the showcase will highlight freshman members of the team. Five members of the squad are expected to perform. The showcase is free and the public is invited to attend. 
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N. Ullman R. Meis A. Martin ; S. Stephenson 
women's commission aiues 1 o Keal awards Ten EMU female faculty members have been selected by the EMU Women's Commission to receive the Josephine Nevins Keal Development Fund Awards for 1 980. The names of the 10 award winners were announced Monday, Nov. 10, in the Burson Room of Roosevelt Hall as part of activities scheduled in conjunction with Women's Studies Week on campus. The award, named in honor of Josephine Nevins Keal, a 1901 graduate of Eastern, is "to be used by the University to augment the income of female faculty members and to assist such female faculty members in advancing their professional 
competence and rank through professional study and research." The awards are available to all EMU faculty members to aid research, publication, study, development and other purposes, keeping within the intent of the $50,000 bequest granted to the University. Amounts of the award range to a maximum of $ 1 ,000 per award as determined by need. The 1980 winners and their research topics included: -Dr. Nora Martin, associate professor of special education, who received $300 to study, identify and analyze problems of gifted learning disabled youngsters. -Dr. Na:lean Bishop, assistant professor of English, 
Victor Cocco, education 
arolessor, dies Victor Cocco, an assistant professor in the Department of Teacher Education, died Nov. 1 1  at St. Joseph Mercy Hospital in Ann Arbor following an extended illness. He was 51. "Victor was a valuable member of our department, particularly in the area of undergraduate teacher eduction. He was well-liked by students and colleagues and had much to offer with his background as teacher and administrator and his knowledge of ethnic groups and different cultures," Dr. Leah Adams, acting head of the Department of Teacher Education, said. A native of Caspian, Cocco began teaching at Eastern in 1964. He earned his bachelor's degree from EMU in 1953 and a master's degree from the University of Michigan in 1957. In addition, Cocco earned his _ specialist's degree in education fromWayne State University in 1965. Before coming to Eastern, Cocco served as an educational adviser and administrative assistant at the National Teacher 
Education Center in Somalia for two years. From 1964 to 1967 he served as principal at Eastern's lab school in the Lincoln Consolidated School District. Also, Cocco served as a teacher and guidance director in the Addison and Lincoln Park school systems. An Ann Arbor resident, Cocco is a past-president of the Parent Teacher Association of Carpenter School and was a member of the board of directors of the Downriver Mental Health Council. He was a member of the Secondary School Principals' Association and served as treasurer of the board of education for the American School in Somalia, Africa. Cocco is survived by his wife, Beth and four children. Three of his children, Cynthia Knott, Richard and Peter are students at EMU. Another son, Thomas, attends Community High School. Friends and colleagues have been requested to make contributions in Cocco's name to the EMU Scholarship Fund. 
Forensics team Places 
first In recant comae1111on Maureen Burke and Lisa Sellars helped lead the EMU forensics team to a first place finish in a tournament at Ball State University in Muncie, Ind. Nov. 7-8. Burke was named the top speaker in the tournament by virtue of winning the pentathlon competition and also placed third in ext4mporaneous speak­ing, third in informative speaking, tourth in persuasion, and fifth in rhetorical criticism. Sellars placed first in rhetorical criticism, second in extempor­aneous speaking and third in impromptu speaking. Dennis Beagen, director of forensics at Eastern, said he was "very happy" about the performances of Burke and Sellars. Commenting on the team's first place finish, Beagen said, "Thing are starting to fall into place. A few things are starting to click for us, and 
hopefully we can get some momentum going." The EMU squad won the tournament by amassing 144 sweepstakes points. Bradley University was second with 125 points while Illinois State was third with 107. Other members of the Eastern forensics team who placed in final rounds at Ball State include Ruth Manz first in dramatic interpretation and first in novice prose; Laura Vincent second in impromptu, fourth in extemporaneous, and sixth in informative; Lisa Lambert sixth, interpretation of poetry. Also included were Laura Baler fourth, dramatic duo; Dave Edmunds third in novice prose and fourth in dramatic duo; Sherry Katz fifth, novice persuasion; Luke Hones fourth, rhetorical criticism; and Annmarie Mungo first, after­dinner speaking. 
who received $500 to publish a collection of her poetry. -Dr. Della Flusche, professor of history, who received Sl50 to pay for the cost of typing her monograph titled "Women in Colonial Chile." -Dr. Sheila Ingersoll, associate professor of English, who received $150 to cover typing costs for her textbook on myths. -Dr. Nelly Ullman, associate professor of mathematics, who received $350 to distribute information on her study guide for the Actuarial Examination. -Marie Friedmann, lecturer in nursing eduction, who received a $150 award to pay for typing and editing expenses of a textbook on nursing home visits. 
llov. 21 and 22 
-Dr. Ruby Meis, professor of home economics, who received $70 to fund a study of the teaching of economic concepts by hme economics teachers. -Dr. Elaine Found, associate professor of home economics, who received $150 to produce slides focusing on international nutrition. - Dr. Annette Martin, associate professor of speech and dramatic arts, who was awarded $700 to adapt Stephen Crane's novella "Maggie: A Girl of the Streets" for a performance in New York. -And Susanne Stephenson, professor of art, who was awarded $215 to develop a -sawdust injection system for Ea�tern's ceramic kiln. 
All of the Josephine Nevins Keal Development Award winners are required to submit summaries of how they accomplished their objectives to the EMU Women's Commission. The deadline for next year's award is March l, 1981. For further information on how to apply, contact Ellene Contis, chairperson of the Women's Commission, at 487-2052. 
Falru tale 01 'Hansel and Gretel' 
nrouant to 111e nu ooera workshop The opera "Hansel and Gretel," the fairy tale story of two young children who get lost in the woods while picking berries, will be performed by the EMU Opera Workshop Friday and Saturday, Nov. 21 and 22, at 8 p.m. in Pease Auditorium. The Opera Workshop, under Che direction of Glenda Kirkland, will be accompanied by the 55-member EMU Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Russell Reed. The performances of "Hansel and Gretel" will be the first time the two EMU ensembles have performed together. "Hansel and Gretel" is based on the fairy tale by Ludwig Grimm, and is the story of two young children who are sent into the woods by their mother to pick berries for supper. Night overtakes the children and when they awake in the morning they find a glorious gingerbread house, which they proceed to eat 
But, then the witch who owns the house appears and captures the two children. She sets Gretel to work and throws Hansel in a cage. Gretel finally succeeds in freeing her brother from the cage and together they push the witch into the oven she used to bake children into gingerbread figures. A great explosion occurs when the witch falls in the oven and her spell over all the children is broken. All the gingerbread children are set free and come back to life and Hansel and Gretel's parents finally find their children in the woods. The three-�ct opera was written by Engelbert Humperdinck ( 1 854-1921)  and had its premiere in 1893. The opera is set "once upon a time" in the Hartz Mountains of Germany. Leading roles in Hansel and Gretel will be sung by Susan Shelander, Linda Heim, Brenda Lawrence, Carolyn Bertrand, 
Donna Maul and Matteo Pozdol. The opening night of "Hansel and Gretel" will serve as the culmination of the Fourth Annual Vocal and Choral Workshop for high school students which will be held Friday, Nov. 21 at EMU. Approximately 400 hi_gh school students are expected to attend the workshop, which will include voice clinics with EMU faculty members, open rehearsals of the Madrigal Singers and University ChoJr, a choral clinic, and a recital by EMU faculty. Dr. Oscar Henry is coordinator of the workshop. Admission to "Hansel and Gretel" is free and the public is invited to attend. 
The Opera Workshop, under the direction of Glenda Kirkland, will present the opera, "Hansel and Gretel" Nov. 21 and 22 at 8 p.m. in Pease Auditorium. The leading roles are sung by (left to right) Matteo Pozdol . ' Lmda Hehn, Carolyn Bertrand, Susan Shelander, Donna Maul and Brenda Lawrence (not pictured). Admission to this production is free. 
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, ,to receive honoraru degrees� 
( continued from page I) and career education and currently serves as professor of vocational and technical education at the University of Illinois at Urbana. He earned his bachelor's degree from Indiana State Teachers College and a master's degree from Purdue University. Also, Evans holds a doctoral degree from Purdue University in industrial psychology. Evans, who served as dean of the College of Education at the University of Illinois at Urbana from 1959 to 1969, is permanent chairman of the Mississippi Valley Industrial Teacher Education Conference and was awarded the American Vocational Association's Distinguished Service Award. From 1957 to 1958 he was a Fulbright lecturer in Japan and in 1976 he was awarded a "Ship Citation" from the Educational Exhibitor's Association for distinguished service. Evans has served on several 
national committees and has written extensively on vocational and industrial education. Currently, he is a candidate for president of the American Vocational Association and he frequently serves as a consultant to public schools, colleges and governmental agencies. Evans was awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Vocational Education from Purdue University in 1970. Dr. Cathleen S. Morowetz will receive an honorary Doctor of Science degree at the EMU ceremonies. Morowetz, 57, is a dis­tinguished mathematician and a senior member of the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences. She earned her bachelor's degree from the University of Toronto in 1943, a master's (Jegree from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1946 and a doctoral degree from New York University in 1951. Morowetz was selected as a 
<.iuggenheim Fellow in 1966 and in 1978 and was awarded the Lester R. Ford Award of the Mathematical Association of America in August 1 980. Also, she was invited to give the Gibbs L�ture of the American Mathematical Society in January 1981. Morowetz, who has done extensive research on partial differential equations in applied science, edits the Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications, Communications in Partial Differential Equations and Advanca in Applied Mathematics. Currently, she serves as chairman of the board of trustees of the American Mathematical Society and as a trustee at Princeton University. Also, Morowetz was recently appointed to the board of directors of the National Cash Register Co. She is a native of Toronto, Ontario. Morowetz is a professor of mathematics at New York University where she has taught since 1952. 
Aldrldaa and students w111 chron1c1a 
auaru oarlormanca at the Mlchlaan Theater Dr. Henry Aldridge, chairman of the Radio, Television and Film Program, and students in his film appreciation classes, are collaborating on a unique research project that will chronicle every film and stage performance held at Ann Arbor's Michigan Theater since 1928. Aldridge said his purpose in starting the research project was twofold. "First, no thorough research has ever been done on the history of film exhibition. We have very little knowledge of how exhibition patterns changed over the years and we are particularly ignorant of how the large metropolitan movie palaces, such as the Michigan, made the transition from combined stage-film presenta­tions to the exclusive showing of motion pictures. This day-to-day record will provide important information and challenge many old assumptions about film exhibition practices," he explained. "Second, I feel that it is important to make film history come alive for my students.By engaging them in primary research, rather than in the traditional term paper 
assignment, they can see firsthand what moviegoing in America was really all about. I have been delighted by the enthu�iasm which my students have shown for the project and how much they have learned. They are beginning to see that historical research can answer many important questions about the past and that it can be exciting and rewarding," Aldridge added. The Michigan Theater was chosen for the project because it was an active motion picture palace with functioning stage facilities for many years. Aldridge says that unlike many other theaters of its kind which were c:osed in the early 1950s, the Michigan remained a viable theater much longer because of economic health of downtown� Ann Arbor. The Michigan Theater now is operated by the Michigan Community Theater Foundation, Inc. a non-profit agency which took over from the W.S. Butterfield Co. in 1979. Results of the Michigan Theater Research Project will be coupled with a similar study done by Aldridge of Detroit's Capito: Theater so that a complete record of motion 
Henry Aldridge_ picture palace operation will exist from 1920 to 1979 when the study is completed. Aldridge anticipates that primary research will be corr.pleted by Dec. 1 ,  1980 and that analysis of the data should take three months. He expects the document to be ready for publication by June 1981. 
soec1a1 education orolessor honored 
tor service with Detroit's desaareaatlon Dian Dr. Mary Solanus Ufford, associate professor of special education, was honored recently for her service in developing the desegregation plan of the Detroit Public School System. Ufford was given the "Distinguished Service Award" in special dinner ceremonies Sept. 6 for the Detroit Public School System, U.S. District Court's Monitoring Commission. The award was presented by Judge Robert E. DeMascio and Dr. Ken Harris, director of the Monitoring Commission. Ufford was one of three cited for her contributions to the commission. She was appointed by DeMascio in 1975 to chair the testing subcommittee of the Monitoring Commission. Also, she was a member of the monitor liaison committee of the commission. 
Ufford's award recognized her efforts "to spread the understanding and tolerance it 
Mary Solanus Ufford 
takes to achieve an C'pen, integrated society and to devise an integration plan for a system that is 85 percent black and heavily Hispanic in the remaining percent," she said. Ufford cited the strides that the commission has made, incl�ding revision of the testing program, more vocational training and remedial programs, a uniform code of student conduct and discipline, and assisting in the strengthening of centralized school respons­ibilities. Ufford joined the EMU faculty in 1972. Prior to that, she was a professor and administrator at Marygrove College for 16 years. She earned a doctorate in speech pathology and audiology from Wayne State University in 196�. 
Jazz Ensemble 
concert w111 1eature 
manu 1azz stules by Bruce Maxwell The EMU Jazz Ensemble, under the direction of J.R. Smith, will perform a potpourri of jazz styles in its first formal concert of the year Tuesday, Nov. 25 at 8 p.m. in Pease Auditorium. The concert will feature a blend of modern jazz and rock tunes with more modem ballads and old bi.R band ballads. An original tune by a 
l student and another chart arranged by a student alsQ will be featured. - 1. The program will open with "Neverbird," a be-bop tune by R. Brown. Next is a more contemporary funky jazz-rock piece caJJed "Havin' a Good Time," written by Lester Hooper. The old standard tune "The Moon is Blue" also will be featured in a big band arrangement. The composition was written by Gilbert and Fine. Three tunes by Sammy Nestico, one of the most influential jazz composers and arrangers of the last decade, will be featured next. The three big band ballads include "Small Talk," "Jamie" and "Midnight Freight." Nestico is one of the principal composers for the Count Basie Band. Trombonist Walter Sangster will be featured in "Walk Softly," arranged by Wally Maiden. The tune was performed frequently by the Stan Kenton band. The saxophones and rhythm section will be featured in "Opus and Pastels," written in the late 1950s. Featured performers for the ballad, which has lyric melody backed by a lush chordal accompaniment, will be Jeff Flory, Jil Montgomery, Mike Kalasz, Robert Kroll, Melanie Godette, Ray Witlock, and Smith on bass. Two compositions written by members of the Jazz Ensemble will be performed next. An original composition titled "Ctarz" by Robert Kroll and an arrangement by Andrew Neilson of the standard tune "Invitation" will be the featured works. Student' Mike Kalasz will conduct the Jazz Ensemble for "Give It One," an arrangement originally written for the Maynard Ferguson band which highlights the trumpet section. Smith said he is "very enthused" with the Jazz Ensemble this year. "It's the best band I remember having," he said. "They just seem to be getting better and better." Admission to the Nov. 25 concert i5-fr-ee and the public is invited to attend. 
Thanksgiving Recess - Library Hours Wednesday, Nov. 26 - Close at 6 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 27 - Close Friday and Saturday, Nov. 28 and 29 - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 30 - I p.m. to midnight The Audio-Visual Center and the Instructional Support Center will close at 5 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 26 and will not reopen until Monday, Dec. I. 
Daniel Valdez, shown above (on the left) durin& the 1979 Broadway production of "Zoot Sult," will give a musical presentation and lecture during Chicano/Latino Cultural Awareness Day Nov. 22 from 7 to 9 p.m. in Roosevelt Auditorium. Admission Is St. A dance at Hoyt Conference Center ($3.50 admission) will follow Valdez's presentation. For more information, call 487-3174. 
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Pcareer lannina I Placement 420 w. Forest 
The geography of jobs: Where are the jobs this year? 
Just as some careers are moe growth-oriented than others - some 
states have more promising prospects for growth than others. 
Your career prospects are enhanced in states with high 
population/job increases. However, even states with poor growth rates 
may be ideal employment places for you if you are in certain fields. 
For instance, California is already the leader in the computer field with 
65 computer companies headquartered there. Massachusetts is next 
with 25. 
In medical technology, the action is centered in California, 
Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York and New Jersey. 
In other areas, Delaware and Maryland - both growth states - are 
nonetheless attractive in fields such as chemicals and related research 
and development; Connecticut, Florida, Georgia and Washington for 
aerospace; Texas for energy; and Michigan, Ohio and Pennsylvania for 
autos, rubber and steel. 
Also consider lifestyle and environmental factors when choosing a 
location. 
The national growth charts show Michigan 40th in growth between 
1980-1990 (4%). First is Arizona (42%) and last is Rhode Island (·3%). 
(Collegiate Womens Career Magazine · fall 1980) 
Research 
Smithsonian 
Fellowships 
The Smithsonian Institution is 
offering a limited number of 
fellowships for predoctoral and 
postdoctoral candidates in most 
fields of the sciences and 
humanities. Awards are based on 
merit. The deadline for 
applications is Jan. 15, 1981. 
The Smithsonian also offers 
limited appointments without 
financial support to scholars and 
scientists who will receive space 
and access to resource materials. 
(C. Kozell). 
Deadline reminders: 
Research Apprenticeships for 
Minority High School Students. 
Dec. 5, 1980. 
Media Research, Production, 
Distribution and Training 
Program. Dec. 16, 1980. 
Research Grants on Teaching 
and Learning. Jan. 27, 1981. 
Child Welfare Research and 
Demonstration Grants. Dec. I, 
1980. 
Science Faculty Professional 
Development. Jan. 5, 1981. 
Bilingual Education - Basic 
Projects. Jan. 12, 1981. 
Par11c1oants 
Dr. Robert Ristau, professor 
in the Department of 
Administrative Services and 
Business Education, presented a 
simulation game titled "Tighten 
the Reins-Or Loosen Them 
Up" at the National Conference 
of Directors of Economic 
Educations Centers and 
Association in Cincinnati, Ohio, 
October 11. The game 
demonstrates the use of 
monetary control tools by the 
Federal Reserve System and 
shows what effect their action 
has on member banks, 
consumers and the suppliers of 
goods and services. Ristau 
developed the game during the 
Midwest Consumer Economics 
Education Institute he attended 
during the summer in St. Louis. 
Dr. John Anderson, assistant 
professor of economics, 
presented a paper titled "A 
Comparison of the Predictive 
Ability of OLS and Ridge 
Coefficients in Property 
Valuation" at the 46th 
International Conference on 
Assessment Administration's 
session on "Innovations in the 
Application of Multi-variate 
Statistical to Property Appraisal" 
on Oct. l in Detroit. 
GER 
Whether you are a concerned 
consumer or a serious investor in 
the stock market, the annual 
reports issued by the company 
whose products you purchase or 
the company whose stock you 
buy should be of interest to you. 
The library has developed a 
collection of reports from about 
900 different companies which is 
housed in the Social Sciences 
Division. The reports are 
frequently consulted by students 
in business, consumer affairs, 
home economics, law and the 
general public with some extra 
cash to invest in stocks. 
Each year the corporation 
report holdings are checked with 
Fortune Magazine's lists of the 
500 largest industrial companies 
and the 50 largest of the 
following: commercial banks, life 
insurance companies, retailing 
companies, transportation 
companies and the utility 
concerns. Any of these reports 
that we do not have are ordered 
for the collection. 
The collection, however, is not 
limited to the largest 
corporations. The library tries 
to acquire the reports of many of 
the smaller corporations, and 
particularly those of Michigan. 
Reports are generally kept for 
a five-year period. However, for 
corporations that have been 
represented in the collection for 
only one or two years, we do not 
have a full five-year run. There is 
a card catalog for this collection 
maintained in the third floor 
reference area. 
A good report will give 
background and data on officers, 
directors and board members. It 
will detail employee benefits, 
pension provisions, incentive 
plans, communication programs, 
and employee recruiting and 
training programs. It will usually 
tell about the company's stock 
dividend payments, its sales 
performance and a historical 
analysis of its common stock 
shares. The reports also will 
detail the diversification of the 
company when it has merged 
with another. 
Many of the better reports are 
well illustrated with color and 
black and white pictures, graphs, 
charts illustrating trends, 
performances and illustrations of 
the products manufactured or 
services performed. 
As a stockholder or a 
consumer, you may not be able 
to attend the annual meetings of 
these corporations, but you can 
be informed about the company 
through its annual report. 
FOCUS EMU 
Advisor 
Academic Service Center 
229 Pierce Hall 
487-3344 
Remember 
HOTLINE - 7-3344 
The Faculty Hotline is a 
service of the Academic Services 
Center. This number is always 
answered by a professional 
advisor. If you have an advising 
question, call on us. If we do not 
have the answer, we will find it 
for you. We are open 8 a.m. to 7 
p.m. Monday through Thursday 
and 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday. 
Give us a call! 
New possibilities 
for humanities majors 
Majors in the humanities may 
find new opportunities in 
computer-related fields. An ever­
increasing reliance upon 
computers for record-keeping 
and other needs has resulted in a 
need for greater understanding of 
how they operate. Many 
businesses need simple yet 
accurate computer manuals, 
presented in straightforward, 
informative language. Although 
articulate in their field, computer 
specialists often are not able to 
provide the kind of manual 
needed by someone unfamiliar 
with computers. A person skillful 
in writing who also has a 
working knowledge of 
computers, could provide the 
company with a comprehensive, 
easily understood manual. Many 
businesses are looking for just 
such a person and many 
humanities majors have what is 
needed. 
Thus, majors in English and 
other humanities areas may find 
employment in technical fields as 
interpretive technical writers. 
They should be encouraged to 
take courses in technical, 
scientific and mathematical areas 
to augment their writing skills. 
Likewise, majors in the technical 
and scientific fields should plan 
to develop their writing skills. 
Each clearly complements the 
other. 
Ooen1nus 
The Personnel Office 
announces the following 
vacancies: 
Clerical/Secretarial 
(Minimum Bi-weekly Rate) 
CS-02 - $333. 78 - Cashier • 
Cashier's Office. 
CS-03 - $355.60- Postal Clerk 
(two positions) - Service 
Operations I Mailroom. 
CS-03 - $355.60 - Account 
Clerk - Payroll. 
CS-03 - $355.60 - 75 percent 
(FTE) Secretary - Library 
Humanities Grant. 
CS-03 - $355.60- Senior Clerk 
Typist - Admissions Office. 
CS-04 • $385.54 - Library 
Assistant II - CER - Catalog 
Division 
CS-04 - $385.54 - .SO percent 
(FTE) - Secretary II - Nursing 
Education - Dictaphone skill 
necessary. 
CS-04 - $385.54 - Secretary II 
- Campus Interact. 
CS-04 - $385.54 - Supervising 
Clerk - Admissions Office. 
CS-05 - $424. 93 - Senior 
Secretary - Graduate 
School Records - 65 w.p.m. 
typing necessary; dictaphone skill 
desirable. 
Repost from Oct. 7, 1980 
Focus EMU: 
CS-03 - $355.60 - Secretary -
Reading Academy. 
Final date for acceptance of 
internal applications for the 
above positions is Nov. 25, 1980. 
Correction from Nov. 11, 1980 
Focus EMU: 
CS-04 - Secretary II position -
McKenny Union/ University 
Conferences - bi-weekly rate 
should be $385.54. 
Administrative/ 
Professional/Technical 
AP-06 - $527.62 - $696.11 -
Senior Computer Operator -
University Computing - Deadline 
Date: Dec. 5, 1980. 
AP-07 - $598.40 - $795.21 -
Laboratory Services Specialist -
Department of Chemistry -
Completed applications are 
requested by Dec. 1, 1980; 
however, the search shall remain 
open until the position is filled. 
AP-08 - $673.47 - $899.48 
Assistant Manager - General 
Merchandise - University 
Bookstore • Deadline Date: Dec. 
16, 1980. 
AP-13 - $1,238.24 - $1,808.86 -
Head, Department of Foreign 
Languages and Bilingual Studies 
- College of Arts and Sciences -
Deadline Date: Jan. 16, 1981. 
Internal applicants for the 
above clerical/ secretarial and 
administrative/ professional/ 
technical positions should submit 
a Promotional Openings 
Application Form to the 
department in which the vacancy 
exists. 
Faculty 
Department of Music - I) 
Assistant, Director of Bands. To 
assist with marching band, 
recruitment, direct pep bands 
and teach either studio French 
horn or studio percussion. 
Limited to rank of instructor or 
assistant professor. Available: 
Aug. 28, 1981. 2) 
Theory/ literature instructor to 
teach theory in combination with 
music literature; some graduate 
courses and either studio 
percussion of French horn 
(includes Faculty Woodwind 
Quintet). Limited to rank of 
instructor or assistant professor. 
Available: Aug. 28, 1981. 
Department of Nursing 
Education - I) Faculty position 
in the specialization area of 
pediatric nursing. Rank and 
salary commensurate with 
preparation and experience. 
Available: Jan. 5, 1981. 2) 
Faculty position in the 
specialization area of medical­
surgical nursing. Rank and 
salary commensurate with 
preparation and experience. 
Available: Jan. 5, 1981. 
Department of Psychology - I) 
Two full-time lecturer positions. 
Available winter semester 1981. 
A clinical psychologist to teach 
courses in abnormal psychology 
and personality evaluation. A 
developmental psychologist to 
teach courses in introductory 
psychology and child psychology. 
2) Two part-time lecturer 
positions available winter 
semester 1981 to teach courses in 
the psychology of religion and 
the psychological perspectives on 
prejudice and discrimination. 
An Affirmative Action/Equal 
Opportunity Employer and 
Educational Institution 
Ul•suals _by Un-ivcrsi-ty Pho-tograp-hcr ----Dick Schwarze 
University photographer Dick Schwarze took this city scene using a Nikon with a 24mm lens. The film was 
exposed at 1/250 sec. at f22. 
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men's swimming team · 
set to detend Its fflAC crown 
The 1980-81 edition of the 
EM U's men's swimming team 
faces a new challenge from a new 
position. 
The Hurons will be defending 
a Mid-American Conference 
championship, a task that is 
significantly more difficult than 
coming from nowhere to win, as 
the Green and White did in 
1979-80. 
The top five teams in the 
MAC are within 100 
championship points of first 
place for the upcoming season. 
Western Michigan, Miami, Kent 
State and Bowling Green all 
appear to be capable of deposing 
the Hurons. 
While there are seveal teams 
ready to wrest the MAC crown 
from EMU, the Hurons are 
coming off a "golden" year. In 
1979-80 Eastern recorded a 9-1 
dual meet record, defeated 
Michigan State for the first time 
ever, and won the MAC meet for 
the second time in three seasons. 
Eastern lost just one scorer 
from the MAC meet through 
graduat:on but heavy losses were 
suffered at the "bottom line." 
Co-captain Jeff Romig, who 
scored 42 points at last year's 
MAC rr.eet on the way to 
winning his fourth consecutive 
200-yard backstroke title, has 
graduated. In addition, Kevin 
Harris, an 18-point scorer at last 
year's meet, and Bob Walton 
have transferred to pursue 
degrees ,n veterinary medicine 
and medical engineering 
respectively. 
While Jones has to fill those 
holes he can boast of the fact 
that 10 £corers from the 1980 
championship club return. 
Senior captain Bruce Varana 
leads the list of returning 
lettermen. He scored 36 
individual points in last year's 
MAC meet with a second in the 
100-yard backstroke and a third 
in the 200-yard individual 
medley. 
John Miller scored 32 points 
in the MAC meet as a runner-up 
men·s basketball season 
,1c11ets on sale now 
The 1980-81 EMU men's 
basketball season is right around 
the corner and season tickets for 
all 10 home games are on sale 
now. 
For the first time, season 
tickets for the basketball season 
are on sale with 400 seats 
available. Season tickets will be 
$27 for the IO-game home stand. 
Last season, Head Coach Jim 
Boyce directed his Huron team 
to a spot in the first-ever Mid­
American Conference post­
season tournament. The Hurons 
just missed hitting the .500 mark 
with a 13-14 record and a tie for 
fourth place in the IO-team 
MAC race. 
That I 979-80 record was the 
best for a Huron men's 
basketball team in seven years 
and this season promises to be 
just as exciting. 
Eastern will return four of five 
starters in 1980-81 .  The big men, 
6-foot-6\I� Jack Brusewitz and 6-
8Ys Jeff Zatkoff return to the 
front line along with back-court 
men Marlow McClain and Tim 
Bracey. 
Boyce and staff also enjoyed 
an outstanding recruiting year 
which included the signing of 
Willow Run High School's All­
Stater Johnnie Bailey. 
All of those players will be 
part of the 15-man roster that 
will begin the home slate Dec. 
at 7:30 p.m. against non­
conference foe Grand Valley. 
Also coming to Bowen 
Field House this year will be the 
likes of MAC foes Western 
Michigan, Central Michigan, 
Miami, Ohio, Bowling Green, 
Northern Illinois, Kent State and 
1979-80 MAC champion and 
NCAA qualifier Toledo. 
Don't miss any of the exciting 
basketball in Bowen this year. 
Join the Huron 400. 
in the 1650-yard freestyle and a 
third-place finisher in the 500-
yard freestyle. Peter Smith 
notched 27 points last year with 
a fourth in both individual 
medleys and an eighth in the 
200-yard butterfly. Jay Jones, 
son of Head Coach Mike Jones, 
was right behind at 26 points 
while winning the 200-yard 
butterfly crown and placing fifth 
in the I 00-yard butterfly and 
14th m the 50-yard freestyle. 
Colin Quinn was the big 
surprise for EMU last year with 
25 points in the MAC meet on a 
second place finish in the 200-
yard backstroke and a third in 
the I 00-yard backstroke. 
Diver Ray Paponetti finished a � -
�t 
�
. 
solid fourth in one-meter diving 
and added a seventh in the three­
meter event last year. 
Other swimmers counted on to 
provide scoring punch are Tom 
Caswell, Jim Pogue and Jeff 
Reest, all point scorers in the 
1980 conference meet. 
The new faces in Eastern's 
program seem to have 
neutralized the losses from last 
year. John Christman, a 
backstroker-individual medley 
performer from Berea, Ohio, has 
swum sixth place times from the 
'80 meet in the 200-yard J.M. 
and both backstrokes. Dean 
Przymus, who is gaining 
eligibility after sitting out a 
transfer year, has been :21.7 in 
the 50-yard freestyle; :47 plus in 
the JOO-yard freestyle and 1:44 in 
the 200-yard freestyle. Bob 
Harris, a freshman butterflier 
fro!Jl Dayton, Ohio, has swum 
consolation finals times in both 
butterflys and the 200-yard I.M. 
In addition to those new 
swimmers Eastern has added 
Paul Watson, Robin Leas, Jay 
Carter and Mike Walske to the 
diving corps. Watson finished 
seventh in the 1980 Class A state 
championship meet while Leas 
was fifth in the Class B state 
championships. Carter was fifth 
in the 1978 Class A state meet 
and Walske was 15th in the 
Class A meet last year. 
Senior quad-captain Bruce Varana will be one of the keys for EMU's men's swimming team this season. 
Varana scored 36 individual points in last year's Mid-American Conference meet with a second place finish 
in the 100-yard backstroke and a third in the 200-yard individual medley. 
Uo11euball 
Nov. 14 at SMAIAW Championships 
vs. Wayne State L. 15-6,7-15.6-15 
vs. Central Michigan L, 10·15.4-15 
CFois countru 
Nov. 15 at NCAA District IV Meet 
8th of 18 teams. 239 pts. 
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Program Highlights Nov. 18 - 24 
THE SPIDER'S WEB - Tuesday - Friday, Nov. 18-21, 6:30 p.m. -
"Trumpet of the Swan" by E.B. White. 
MASTERPIECE RADIO THEATER - Tuesday, Nov. 18, 11 a.m. - Part 
one of "Currer Bell, Esq." starring Julie Harris in a portrait of Victorian 
novelist Charlotte Bronte. 
VOICES FROM THE THIRTIES - Tuesday, Nov. 18, 7:�0 p.m. -
"When I First Came to This Land," the struggle to preserve ethnic identity 
and adapt to American life. 
HORIZONS - Wednesday, Nov. 19, 7:30 p.m. - "I Am Not on Duty! -
Nurses Burn out, Too," 
A QUESTION OF PLACE - Friday, Nov. 21, 11 a.m. - "William 
Faulkner, A Portrait in Sound" features playwright Tennessee Williams in 
the part of William Faulkner in dramatized excerpts from several novels 
and vivid recreations of his personal life. 
OPTIONS - Friday, Nov. 21, 7 p.m. - "Paul Whiteman, The King of 
Jazz." 
BIG BAND SPECTACULAR - Saturday, Nov. 22, 8:05 a.m. - Big band 
music with the band of Stan Kenton featured at 10 a.m. 
MARIAN McPARTLAND'S PIANO JAZZ - Saturday, Nov. 22, 9 p.m. 
- Ray Kral is guest. 
AMERICAN MUSICAL STAGE - Sunday, Nov.23, 11 a.m. -
"Operetta." Dr. Parker Zellers traces the rise of operetta, beginning with 
"The Merry Widow" in 1907, through its demise. 
JAZZ ALIVE - Sunday, Nov. 23, 9 p.m. - Part I of the "The Third 
Annual Women's Jazz Festival." 
MIND'S EAR - Monday, Nov. 24, 11 a.m. - "Memories of Eubie," a 
celebration of the 97th birthday of jazz and ragtime pianist/ composer Eubie 
Blake. 
NUESTRO MUNDO HISPANO - Monday, Nov. 24, 7 p.m. - A 
program of Spanish language features and Latin American and Spanish 
music. Wally Martinez is host. 
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TUESDAY, 18 
TURKEY SHOOT-Sponsored by Intramural Department, 
call 487-1338 for details. 
ART LECTURE-Art Department Guest Lecture Series, Milt 
Cohen, "Viva," a multimedia presentation, Room 143, Sill 
Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
FILM-Community of Scholars Film Series, "All the King's 
Men," Jones Hall Lounge, 7:30 p.m. 
MEETING-Finance Committee of the Board of Regents, 
Regents Room, McKenny, 9 a.m. 
MEETING-Educational Policies Committee of the Board of 
Regents, Regents Room, McKenny, 6 p.m. 
MEETING-Chemistry Club, Gallery I, McKenny, noon. 
WEDNESDAY, 19 
VOLLEYBALL-Intramural Department will sponsor a 
volleyball tournament, Warner Gym. 
FACULTY A WARDS CEREMONY-Annual faculty awards 
ceremony with reception immediately following, Roosevelt 
Aud., 4 p.m. 
FOOTBALL BUST-Annual EMU Football Bust, Plymouth 
Hilton, 5:30 p.m. Tickets are $18. 
FORENSICS-EMU's national champion team in its annual 
showcase, Jones Hall Lounge, 7:30 p.m. 
MEETING-Faculty Affairs Committee of the Board of 
Regents, Regents Room, McKenny, 9 a.m. 
MEETING..:.._Board of Regents, Regents Room, McKenny, 
11 a.m. 
MEETING-Chemistry Club, Oxford Room, McKenny, noon. 
THURSDAY, 20 
THEATER-Brown Bag Theater, Quirk Lounge, 12:15 p.m. 
FlLM- CLC Cinema, "The Main Event," Strong Aud., 8 p.m. 
Admission is $1.75. 
LECTURE-Tribute to black women with Haki Madhubuti, 
Roosevelt Aud. 7 p.m. Admission is $1  or three cans of food. 
MEETING-Biology Club, Room 322, Mark-Jefferson, 7:30 
p.m. 
FRIDAY, 21 
OPERA-EMU Opera Workshop, "Hansel and Gretel," Pease 
Aud., 8 p.m. 
FILM-CLC Cinema, "Kramer vs. Kramer," Strong Aud., 8 
p,m. Admission is $1.75. 
SYMPOSIUM-"Opportunities and Dilemmas of the Modern 
Male: Implications for Human Services," McKenny, 9 a.m. 
Registration is $35. 
FOCUS EMU 
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SATURDAY, 22 
OPERA-EMU Opera Workshop, "Hansel and Gretel," Pease 
Aud., 8 p.m. 
FILM-CLC Cinema, "Kramer vs. Kramer," Strong Aud., 8 
p.m. Admission is $1.75. 
MONDAY, 24 
EXHIBIT-Paintings and poetry by Eric Allen Magnuson, 
Intermedia Gallery, McKenny, through Dec. 12. Gallery hours 
a.-5 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
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Some 32 Yemenis, pursuing master's degrees in elementary education or educational leadership at EMU, are interested in visiting 
with American families. Any staff or faculty member or student interested in having one or more Yemeni students over for dinner or 
holiday activities should call the Office of International Projects at 487-0413. 
Newsline 487-2460 
The inventor of the heart-lung machine will be 
one of four recipients of EMU honorary degrees. 
See page 1 .  
President Porter lifts the hiring freeze. 
Numerous job postings are listed on page 6. 
The Opera Workshop presents the opera 
"Hansel and Gretel" Nov. 21 and 22. See page 4. 
Sportsline 487-3279 
